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A B S T R A C T   

Understanding the molecular and physical complexity of the tissue microenvironment (TiME) in 
the context of its spatiotemporal organization has remained an enduring challenge. Recent ad-
vances in engineering and data science are now promising the ability to study the structure, 
functions, and dynamics of the TiME in unprecedented detail; however, many advances still occur 
in silos that rarely integrate information to study the TiME in its full detail. This review provides 
an integrative overview of the engineering principles underlying chemical, optical, electrical, 
mechanical, and computational science to probe, sense, model, and fabricate the TiME. In indi-
vidual sections, we first summarize the underlying principles, capabilities, and scope of emerging 
technologies, the breakthrough discoveries enabled by each technology and recent, promising 
innovations. We provide perspectives on the potential of these advances in answering critical 
questions about the TiME and its role in various disease and developmental processes. Finally, we 
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present an integrative view that appreciates the major scientific and educational aspects in the 
study of the TiME.   

1. Introduction 

The structure and composition of human tissues is spatially and temporally expansive. Typically, a specific cell type (for example, 
epithelial cells in breast tissue) comprises the key functional element of the organ and several other cells and extracellular materials 
provide structural and operational support. Collectively, they form the tissue microenvironment (TiME). Important length scales in the 
microenvironment span over ten orders of magnitude, from single molecules that are a few nanometres in size to the entire human 
body that spans a couple of meters. From an engineering perspective, the structure, function, and dynamics of the TiME are not only the 
zenith of system complexity but also an aspirational goal to mimic, monitor, and modify. Researchers usually employ one of two 
strategies to tackle this complexity. The top-down approach, in which the response of the entire system to a targeted stimulus is 
observed, has been historically prevalent since it relies on natural observation. However, this approach offers only a limited under-
standing of the many processes that determine overall response. A bottom-up approach involves breaking down the system into its 
fundamentals and studying them individually. However, such an approach is technically challenging since it requires a high degree of 
control in stimulation, specificity in observation, and versatility in application whereas translation of results to whole systems is less 
assured. In addition to these complexities of spatial heterogeneity across scales, the role of the TiME often needs to include an un-
derstanding of the mechanical, biochemical, and electrical properties. 

For example, consider the microenvironment of the human eye. In the retina, there are unique light-matter interactions between 
the photosensitive cells in the retina in which conformity of the opsins, photosensitive molecules, are changed in response to light. This 
biochemical reaction induces electrical activity in these cells. However, the process of vision relies on the computational preprocessing 
at the millisecond scale that happens in retinal ganglion cells and the various cells that support its functionality. Besides complex visual 
processing, on a slightly larger scale, the preprocessing in the retina also induces the mechanical functionalities of the human eye to 
track and focus on motion or objects of interest by moving the ocular muscles through neuromuscular junctions. At the same time, on a 
macro scale, there exists constant communication between the eye and the brain, both for vision on shorter time scales and for 
regulating the light-based circadian rhythm on a longer time scale. While it is indeed difficult to study such a complex system with ease, 
emerging approaches to record and parse data are now making it possible to study TiME-function relationships with both top-down 
and bottom-up approaches. The purpose of this review is to introduce the reader to an integrated framework for sensing, ana-
lysing, modelling, and understanding the TiME. 

We illustrate the elements of an integrated approach in Fig. 1. Here we show two examples of a physiologic intervention to un-
derstand function (left) and its use to study disease progression (right), highlighting the opportunity of an integrated approach to study 

Fig. 1. An integrated framework to study the tissue microenvironment. We organize integrated studies into 3 broad fields. First, probing and 
sensing technologies focus on harnessing recent advances in microelectronics optics and fabrication to provide unprecedented level of detail and 
amount of data. Second, recent advances in microfabrication and manufacturing offer new opportunities to model and make representative versions 
of the TiME. Finally, the enormous increase in capability of computing, storage and communication resources in recent years makes it feasible to 
utilize the data from model systems under a large variety of conditions. Together, these three trends allow for a convergent approach to study the 
TiME. a-b. Here we present an overview of selected, key technologies that can be used in the same overall framework to study the role of the TiME in 
(left) physiologic neuronal responses, and (right) in cancer progression. 
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Fig. 2. Length scales of the tissue microenvironment processes and methodologies. The different rows describe the components of the tissue 
microenvironment at their approximate spatial scales, and biological phenomena broadly categorized as mechanical, electrical, or chemical pro-
cesses from the top to the bottom. Among the mechanical phenomena, the cytoskeletal tension from actin (dark orange) and microtubules (light 
orange) which are 5–25 nm thick, the adherens junctions between epithelial cells (200–800 nm long, 20–50 nm wide) tethered by the actin 
molecules (orange filaments), the extracellular matrix (ECM) constituent proteins such as collagen (green strands) that constitute the tissue bulk on 
the microscale (10–100 μm), and the muscle cells and fibres that can span several millimetres are described from the left to right. Among the 
electrical phenomena, the ion channels (<0.2 nm) that allow K+, Na+, Ca2+ transmission on a millisecond-scale, neural synapse with synaptic 
vesicles (<50 nm) and the neural cleft (the gap in the junction, 20–40 nm), a neural cell with a long axon wrapped in myelin (cyan), the round soma, 
and the dendritic projections (top), and a neural circuit with interconnected neurons (orange) and supporting glial cells (cyan) are illustrated from 
the left to right. Among the chemical phenomena, the molecular vibrations on a sub-nanometre scale, the molecular cycle of ATP-ADP that happens 
inside a mitochondrion (500–1000 nm), biochemical signalling through a transmembrane receptor, and endocrine signalling that happens across 
several meters through the vascular pathway are illustrated. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred 
to the Web version of this article.) 
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diverse systems and phenomena of importance. One pillar of our approach is probing and sensing. Fig. 2 describes the various con-
stituents of the TiME across length scales that span both top-down and bottom-up studies. At each scale, we highlight key function-
alities and sensing techniques useful to investigate these properties. Our review is partly motivated by providing the reader with an 
overview of each since multimodal approaches will surely be needed to probe TiME’s spatial and compositional complexities. The rise 
in sensing capability is highly synergistic with recent advances in computational capabilities; this interaction enables more sophis-
ticated analyses that drive the need for even more computing complexity. Thus, computational analyses that leverage multiscale and 
multidimensional datasets to address the TiME’s spatiotemporal complexity with modern modelling need to be integrated as a second 
pillar. Finally, advances in manufacturing and microfabrication are providing new opportunities to develop models of the microen-
vironment and perturbations to function. While advances in each of these areas can advance our understanding of the TiME, their 
integration in a convergent approach can be more powerful. 

This article seeks to introduce the key elements of each of these three pillars of a convergent approach. It summarizes the forefront 
of technologies and technical advances in probing and sensing in Section 2, modelling and fabricating TiME in Section 3, and 
computing in Section 4, directed primarily for early-career researchers in this field. Our goal is to provide basic knowledge, key 
references and avenues for future studies and development. The technologies have been categorized based on underlying engineering 
principles. These classifications were made only to organize these techniques and not a strict definition of their principles; some of 
them discussed could belong to several categories. Each section outlines the underlying principles, the capabilities, and scope of the 
current technology, the breakthrough discoveries enabled by the technology, the recent innovations in the technique, and its potential 
to address unanswered and underexplored questions about TiME. Finally, Section 5 highlights applications of the techniques in 
Sections 2-4 towards integrative approaches for studying the neuronal and cancer microenvironments. Finally, we discuss successful 

Fig. 3. Overview of the approach and example results of the techniques for probing and sensing TiME properties. (Centre) Increasing length 
scales of the components of TiME from top left corner to the bottom right corner encompassing characterization of chemical, optical, electrical, and 
mechanical properties. 
a. Chemical characterization: (Top) Approach of Raman spectroscopy describing the electron transition diagrams (Jablonski diagram) for Stokes and 
anti-Stokes Raman scattering where the absorption of a photon induces the electron to transition to a virtual electronic state before falling to the 
ground state. The accompanying system diagram describes a typical Raman spectroscopy setup in epi detection mode. The accompanying images 
show its application in breast-cancer detection, adapted from Ref. [1]. (Bottom) Approach of FTIR spectroscopy showing the system setup for 
interferometric detection of absorbance, typical signals in the TiME domain for each pixel and the extraction of the spectroscopic characteristics by a 
time-to-frequency Fourier transform. The images on the right show a typical H&E image typically used in histopathology reregistered with the FTIR 
image at two selected wavelengths for a sample of prostate cancer. The graph shows the average spectra from selected regions in the sample 
corresponding to epithelium, stroma, and stone. Based on the spectra and spatial features, FTIR can be used to detect and classify different com-
ponents of TiME. Adapted from Ref. [2]. 
The box contains a few biochemical probes for targeted labelling of tissues using the ubiquitous antibody conjugated fluorescence proteins, quantum 
dots that enhance the fluorescence of typical fluorophores, chemiluminescent probes for live whole-body imaging, and plasmonic heating for 
localized thermal excitation. 
b. Optical characterization: (Top) Approach of phase imaging describing a typical setup capture the self-interference at different phase shifts, 
corresponding images before and after interference at four different phase shifts 90◦ apart. The example results depict an image of neuronal cells 
grown on a coverslip captured by GLIM at four phase shifts and reconstruction of quantitative optical phase from these images, adapted from 
Ref. [3]. Scale bar: 50 μm. (Bottom) Electron transition diagram for various nonlinear light-matter interactions and the relationship between 
excitation and emission frequencies. Typical system setup of multiphoton microscopy showing an ultrafast NIR light source (centred around 
700–1200 nm, 20–50 nm bandwidth, <200 fs), dichroic mirrors and filters, high-numerical objective lenses (>0.8 NA), and single photon detectors 
(such as photomultiplier tubes, hybrid photodetectors, electron-multiplied charged coupled devices, or avalanche photodiodes). The image on the 
right shows the multimodal nonlinear label-free image of a breast tumour in rats captured in vivo in a multiphoton setup with four multiplexed 
detectors excited with a 60-fs source centred at 1110 nm capable of imaging signals from NAD(P)H (3-photon excitation fluorescence or 3PEF), FAD 
(2-photon excitation fluorescence or 2PEF), collagen (second harmonic generation or SHG), and bilipid interfaces (third harmonic generator or 
THG) simultaneously, which are found in various components of TiME, adapted from Ref. [4]. Scale bar: 100 μm. 
c. Mechanical characterization: Approach of ultrasound localization microscopy where microbubbles used as exogenous contrast agents into blood 
vessels are imaged with ultrasound microscopy for enhanced contrast and localization by the decorrelation of highly reflective microbubbles within 
microvasculature. A representative image of ultrasound super-resolution localization microscopy of mouse brain and corresponding doppler image 
showing the velocity of blood flow through the microvasculature, adapted from Ref. [5]. Scale bar: 100 μm. 
The box contains approaches for exerting stress (left) and measuring the strain (right) for probing the mechanical properties of biological samples. 
Nanoindentation with optical deflection comprises atomic force microscopy; optical pressure, ultrasound, or magnetomotive forces with low 
coherence interferometry comprise photonic force, acoustic radiation force, or magnetomotive optical coherence elastography techniques; ultra-
sound or air-puff excitation with ultrasonic detection comprises ultrasound elastography. 
d. Electrical characterization: (Top) Approach of using fluorescent tags for imaging ion flux or membrane potential differences into a cell, typically a 
neuron at millisecond-to-seconds scale, where the fluorescent molecule undergoes conformational changes upon binding to Ca2+ ions and becomes 
fluorescent upon excitation with visible light. The images on the right show the average fluorescence from GCaMP6s frames of a neural cell culture 
with traces from certain regions in the sample [6]. (Bottom). Approach of fMRI to capture the vascular dynamics resulting from neural activity in 
certain regions in the sample by harnessing the differences in the magnetism of oxygenated and deoxygenated blood creating contrast when imaged 
serially using MRI using a technique called Blood-oxygen-level-dependent imaging. The images on the right correspond to fMRI images captured for 
different learners for a task at different depths in the brain, adapted from Ref. [7]. 
The box contains schematics for patch clamp electrophysiology (traditional method to measure the electrical activity of neurons) and neural 
microarrays that can be implanted in the skull semi-permanently to continuously monitor electrical signals over a region along the brain surface and 
transmit data wirelessly. 
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translations of such studies into the clinical environment to underscore the impact of using an engineering approach in TiME studies to 
advance healthcare. 

52-4 

2. Probing and sensing time 

Our understanding of TiME has relied upon the centuries-long development in technologies that can probe and sense various 
components. Historically, these techniques relied upon our visual or tactile perception of TiME through optical imaging and palpation, 
respectively. However, these are but a small subset of physical properties that describe TiME. This section describes how the principles 
of different disciplines of engineering have been used to sense and probe (Fig. 3) the chemical, material, optical, and mechanical 
properties of TiME. We have focused particularly on three aspects of these techniques: improvements in their specificity (such as novel 
targeted fluorescent or chemiluminescent tags and advanced spectroscopic techniques), reducing their degree of invasiveness (such as 
label-free optical microscopy and non-contact ultrasound elastography), and expanding their dimensionality (such as multimodal 
imaging techniques and AI-enabled image-to-image translation techniques). 

Sensing the chemical properties often involves trying to decipher the molecular composition of the TiME by estimating the energy 
of the molecular bonds in the sample, often utilizing the interactions between the material and an electromagnetic field (light, X-rays, 
ions). The probing aspect of these principles typically involves the design of materials according to some unmet need. A relatively 
recent development in materials engineering is the design and application of nanomaterials, whose functional dimensions lie between 
1 and 100 nm. A key aspect of nanomaterials is the emergent properties that arise from the nano structuring of a material that are often 
not present in the bulk material. These principles have been used in the development of novel tags and probes for tissue microenvi-
ronments such as localized heating, localized magnetic fields, and amplified fluorescence (Fig. 3a). Apart from these probes, light- 
matter interactions in the TiME have been used to sense a wide range of physical, chemical, and biological properties at a micron- 
scale. Even though light has limited penetration within tissues (typically a few hundred microns, sometimes up to a few milli-
metres), the wavelength of light and its relatively non-destructive nature makes it ideal for observing the TiME at the relevant scales. 
Light matter interactions can be categorized into linear (where the wavelengths of the excitation and emitted light are the same) and 
nonlinear (where the wavelength of excitation and emitted light are different) phenomena. The former, typically referred to as 
scattering, is used in both fundamental techniques such as the ubiquitous brightfield microscopy and advanced precise techniques such 
as quantitative phase imaging and optical coherence microscopy. The latter is used to observe specific components of the TiME, such as 
metabolites, lipids, or proteins, by observing their specific nonlinear interactions with light. Discussing the entire realm of optical 
engineering in the life sciences and the centuries-long progress in the fields of quantum-physics, instrumentation, genetic engineering, 
and bioinformatics is beyond the scope of this paper. Therefore, we have focused on the progress in sensing TiME components label- 
free, concentrating on the innate interactions between light and TiME and not on the use of exogenous agents such as fluorescent, 
luminescent, or spectroscopic tags. Fig. 3b illustrates the principles and example results of a few popular label-free imaging techniques. 

Probing the mechanical properties at the macro scale has been a widely used metric in the clinical sciences starting from simple 
tests such as palpating for lumps as an early detection of cancer to quantitative measures such as intraocular pressure. On a micron 
scale, measuring the mechanical properties is crucial to analysing the progress and pathology of these techniques. Also, the contrast in 
mechanical properties of different TiME components not only enables mechanical imaging techniques such as ultrasound microscopy, 
but also enables accurate characterization of critical processes such as cell adhesion, protein tethering, cell-ECM interactions, and 
blood-flow dynamics (Fig. 3c). The role of electrical engineering in TiME falls under two broad categories: techniques that sense 
interactions between TiME components and external electromagnetic fields (excluding light) and techniques that treat the electrically 
active TiME components as a part of the circuit. The former is popularly used in clinical environments via techniques like magnetic 
resonance imaging, the latter forms fundamental tools in neurosciences. We have focused particularly on techniques that expand the 
functionality and dimensionality of these techniques (Fig. 3d). 

2.1. RAMAN, FTIR IMAGING AND SPECTROSCOPY 

Vibrational spectroscopies, which include Raman spectroscopy and mid-infrared (IR) spectroscopy, directly measure the chemical 
bonds present in samples [8]. Raman spectroscopy measures a material’s response to light based on the polarizability of bonds within 
its molecules. Light excitation causes the formation of an excited virtual energy state, the relaxation from which results in the emission 
of photons with an energy difference between the final and initial states. This difference can be measured by using any wavelength of 
light to excite the molecular bond and each type of bond provides a different shift, thereby allowing a fingerprinting of the molecular 
composition. Infrared spectroscopy, in contrast, measures a quantity related to the inherent dipole moment of molecules with IR 
frequencies being absorbed by chemical bonds at their resonant frequency. This resonant frequency is related to the strength of the 
bond and the mass of the atoms involved in that bond whereas the fraction of light absorbed is related to their concentration in the 
sample, thereby allowing a direct optical recording of the chemical composition [9]. 

Full IR spectra are typically measured using Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) spectroscopy and spatially resolved spectroscopy, i. 
e. FT-IR imaging [10], has been used to probe the structure of the microenvironment of many tissues [11]. Using the chemical 
composition of cells and their physiology as a fingerprint [12], IR spectra can be combined with artificial intelligence to understand 
composition and the role of the TiME in disease progression [13]. IR spectroscopy can measure “meso-scale” chemical compositions, 
generally providing total protein, lipid, carbohydrate, nucleic acid and metabolite concentrations; however, greater details may be 
available in some instances such as probing secondary protein structure [14–16] (e.g., alpha helix, beta pleated sheet, random coil) or 
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specific DNA peaks [17,18]. IR imaging with quantum cascade lasers (QCLs) [19,20] has greatly improved imaging speed and reso-
lution to enable high-throughput, high-fidelity characterization of tissue samples. Novel sensing techniques are now expanding the 
applicability of IR imaging [21,22] to theoretically optimal and beyond the diffraction limit [23,24]. Given the strong absorption of 
light, measurements of aqueous and thick sections of tissues are difficult. 

Since polarizability of water is low and the Raman effect is weak, Raman spectroscopy is relatively insensitive to water, Moreover, 
the ability to use different wavelengths and linear and nonlinear processes allows for deep tissue, sensitive and high-resolution 
measurements. While the process of spontaneous Raman scattering is intrinsically weak and, consequently, slow, coherent Raman 
scattering processes have been harnessed to develop stimulated Raman scattering (SRS) [25,26], surface-emission Raman scattering 
(SERS) [27,28], and coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS) microscopy [29,30] techniques. Current research in Raman 
spectroscopy has focused on novel methods to accelerate the speed of imaging such as rapidly tuneable coherent laser sources, 
spectrally tailored broad-band sources [31], and spectral-temporal focusing [32], all while maintaining the spatial and spectral res-
olution necessary for probing the molecular content and heterogeneity in the TiME. Further research in improving the interpretability 
of the spectroscopic images for biologists, improving the information efficiency, developing IR or Raman tags in the “silent” vibrational 
spectral regions [33–39] for improving the specificity of imaging, and adapting these techniques for biomedical diagnosis through 
computational imaging techniques can improve the ubiquity of label-free spectroscopy for probing the TiME. 

2.2. PLASMONICS 

Metallic nanoparticles exhibit oscillations in the electron density at their surface, which are called localized surface plasmons. 
Incoming light excites these oscillations and light that matches the frequency of these oscillations maximally induces this localized 
surface plasmon resonance. Joule heating from the increased electron movement coupling to lattice vibrations can cause nanoparticles 
to rapidly heat their local environment [40–43]. These properties can be leveraged as cancer treatments with photothermal therapies. 
Targeted nanoparticles are injected and accumulate in the tumour. Near infrared (NIR) light or radio can then be used to excite 
localized surface plasmon resonance (LSPR), heating the particles and the cancer cells as well as TiME cells in their vicinity [44]. 
Depending on the intensity and temporal delivery and temperatures achieved, this induces cell death through protein denaturation, 
edema, and necrosis. LSPR generation in biological samples have also been utilized for sensing molecular interactions [45,46], con-
trolling fluorescence dynamics [47], light-induced therapeutics [48,49], and detecting cancer biomarkers [50]. 

2.3. NOVEL BIOCOMPATIBLE TAGS FOR IMAGING 

Utilizing “dyes” such as indigo, saffron, or madder root to visualize biological samples has existed since the invention of the mi-
croscope [51] in the 18th century. Thereafter, research has focused on improving the specificity of these labels and efficacy of delivery 
into biological samples. Traditionally, fluorescence microscopy is dependent on popular tags such as engineered green fluorescent 
proteins [52], quantum dots [53,54], and viral transfection mechanisms. However, recent work has also focused on developing tags for 
spectroscopy (e.g., deuterated molecules [33–35], metal carbonyls [36,37], and azides [38,39] in the silent regions of vibrational 
spectroscopy), scattering-based techniques (e.g., gold nanoparticles [55,56]), and photoacoustic microscopy (e.g., microbubbles). The 
specificity is controlled in two domains – spatial localization and component specificity. The former is typically controlled by the 
delivery mechanism by carrier like nanoparticles [54], silicon [57–59] or carbon shells [60,61], and nano motorized carriers [62,63]. 
Popular techniques include matching the sizes of the carrier and pores or channels in the tissue. These carriers not only enable 
localization, but also amplify emitted signal levels to improve imaging efficiency. Methods for component targeting include 
antibody-conjugation, genetic engineering and transfections [64]. A list of reactive small molecules [65] that fluoresce upon activation 
while being permeable through most biological barriers have been utilized to probe key biomolecular relationships and organelles 
even at a sub-cellular level [66]. Tags have also been developed to measure the properties of the local microenvironment such as 
temperature [61], oxygen levels [67] or local enzymatic activity [68]. Another popular candidate are the nanodiamonds [69] with 
nitrogen vacancies, whose fluorescence is dependent on magnetic fields, that have been used as temperature [70] and biomechanical 
sensors [71]. Current research has focused on improving the dimensionality and efficacy of these tags to avoid the spectral crowding of 
biological peaks and molecules of interest. To improve the limit of detection on the instrument, researchers have introduced bio-
rthogonal tags or labels [72,73] on the backbone of targeted molecules and localized to the surface or interior of nanoparticles. 
Techniques such as PICASSO [74] and DNA-PAINT [75] have utilized novel tags coupled with computational imaging techniques to 
generate highly multiplexed tags that provide highly specific multidimensional profiles of TiME. Extending these for in vivo and dy-
namic imaging with minimal invasiveness can drive further progress in our understanding of TiME. 

2.4. LABEL-FREE PHASE IMAGING AND INTERFEROMETRIC TOMOGRAPHY 

The differences in the scattering profiles of biological samples from its environment, although very subtle, was among the first 
known contrast in light microscopy [76–78]. Precisely, these differences arise from the local heterogeneity in the refractive indices. 
There have been two methods to maximize these subtle differences: holography [79,80]/phase imaging [3] and interferometry [81]. 
Both methods rely on enhancing the contrast by observing the differences in the sample with respect to a reference. While the former 
uses a self reference, typically the low-spatial-frequency components in the sample, the latter typically uses a mirror in a separate beam 
path as its reference. Recent progress in phase imaging has been to extract the quantitative optical phase from the samples, from which 
parameters such as the dry mass [82,83], refractive index [84], axial profile [85], and ion flux [86,87], have been estimated, Popular 
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techniques in phase imaging include digital holographic imaging, spatial light interference microscopy (SLIM) [88], and gradient light 
interference microscopy (GLIM) [89], where a series of images are acquired with different phase differences between the sample and 
reference for quantitative reconstruction. A disadvantage of phase imaging is that it is limited to imaging thin samples (~1 μm). 
Optical interferometric techniques such as optical coherence tomography (OCT) and microscopy (OCM) cause amplification of the 
backscattered signal through low coherence interferometry, often up to 80–100 dB. Using low-coherence light, i.e., spectrally 
broadband light, in interferometry ensures intrinsic axial sectioning in the sample due to the low coherence length of these sources. 
Intrinsic axial sectioning and analysis in the Fourier space also ensures 3D imaging capabilities. 

Both OCT and phase imaging have been successfully commercialized over the last two decades for biological and clinical imaging 
[3,90,91]. Especially, OCT has found ubiquity in ocular imaging due to its ability to image the different layers of the human eye, 
including the retina [92], precisely and fast. Besides an effort to expand the commercial applications of these techniques, researchers 
have focused on extracting functional contrast [93] such as blood oxygenation levels [94], mechanical properties [95], tissue bire-
fringence [96,97] to quantify the biological dynamics such as blood flow, tissue viscoelasticity, or fibre orientation of TiME. 

2.5. LABEL-FREE MULTIPHOTON MICROSCOPY 

The wavelength of the excitation and emitted light are the same in phase imaging and OCT/OCM. However, there are several light 
matter interactions in which the emitted wavelength differs from the excitation wavelength [98], among which fluorescence is a 
popular example. There are several autofluorescent molecules in tissues, such as NAD(P)H, FAD, lipids, tryptophan, and porphyrins, 
that not only highlight tissue components but also inform their metabolic states [99–101]. While the spectral overlap in traditional 
confocal or single-photon fluorescence imaging may be limited, multiphoton microscopy using ultrashort laser pulses [102–104] can 
create a greater degree of separation between excitation and emission spectra. Multiphoton nonlinear imaging can also unlock new 
contrasts such as harmonic generation (in which the emitted frequency is an exact multiple of the excitation frequency), which can 
probe TiME components like collagen and bilipid layers easily [105–107]. Similar multiphoton nonlinear processes have been utilized 
for coherent Raman spectroscopy (described in section 2.1). The large spectral separation between these phenomena also facilitates 
easy multiplexing of these phenomena into the same setup with a single source [4,108]. Current efforts in this field have focused on 
improving the functional utility of these techniques to extract parameters such as fluorescence lifetime [109] and Förster resonance 
energy transfer by improving the excitation technology with spectral tailoring of ultrashort broadband pulses [110] and integrated 
high-speed electronics in the digitizer [111,112]. These technical improvements have also led to accelerated research on improving the 
specificity and increasing the multimodality [4,113–115], where several contrast mechanisms could be accessed at once to generate a 
multidimensional label-free profile of the TiME. The ubiquitous nature of label-free microscopy has helped utilize it to study a diverse 
range of TiMEs including cancer prognosis [114], neuronal dynamics [116], embryo development [117], and skeletal muscle 
development [118]. 

2.6. ELASTOGRAPHY 

Elastography has emerged as a powerful technique for in vivo, non-invasive measurement of the mechanical properties in soft tissue 
microenvironments. Ultrasound elastography (USE) [119], magnetic resonance elastography (MRE) [120], optical coherence elas-
tography (OCE) [121], and X-ray elastography [122] are some of the major categories of elastography based on different physical 
principles. Three general steps are involved in elastography measurements; tissue perturbation using static or dynamic forces; 
measuring the resulting deformations; and inferring the mechanical properties using appropriate models [123]. Fig. 3c describes the 
various methods for each approach. Different forms of elastography have been used clinically to evaluate a range of diseases including 
chronic liver fibrosis [124], breast [125] and brain tumours [126], multiple sclerosis [127], and skeletal muscle abnormalities [128], 
to name a few. Elastography has revolutionized the clinical diagnosis, monitoring, and treatment of many diseases that affect the TiME; 
MRE, for example, is currently the most accurate non-invasive approach for detecting and staging liver fibrosis. While remarkably 
successful, there are major limitations that restrict the utilization of this technique in more areas. For example, in USE, the shear waves 
attenuate rapidly as they penetrate the tissue, limiting the penetration depth and quality of the measurements in vivo [123]. Further, 
respiratory and cardiac motions, reverberations, and vessel pulsation could influence the US signal [129]. The elastography mea-
surements are also highly dependent on the imaging protocol and skills of the operator [130]. Current techniques are focused on 
making the mechanism for mechanical deformation contact-free and localized, using photonic forces or ultrasound, that also help 
localize these forces for better mechanical resolution. Similarly, while assuming a mechanical model simplifies the problem of 
reconstructing the mechanical properties of the material, researchers have focused on building computational solutions, using 
Fourier-domain TiME difference or finite element modelling, for model-free characterization of tissues. 

2.7. ATOMIC FORCE MICROSCOPY 

Atomic force microscopy (AFM) is a unique tool for probing the TiME, with many applications in research and biomedicine since 
being introduced in 1986 [131] and has been increasingly used and improved since then. AFM can work in different modes of 
operation [132] to measure diverse properties at nano- and microscales, ranging from topography to mechanical properties. Elastic, 
viscoelastic, and poroelastic properties as well as high-resolution and non-destructive images of the surface can be acquired using this 
approach [133]. Put simply, during an AFM measurement, a probe interacts with the sample, scanning a small portion of the surface, 
with force and displacement of the probe being measured. AFM has allowed for the detailed analysis of cell-cell [134], cell-substrate 
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[135], and receptor-ligand interactions [136], as well as antibody aggregation [137], to name a few examples. AFM-based research has 
also led to several breakthroughs in drug development, delivery, and characterization [138]. Integrating AFM with optical microscopy, 
second-harmonic generation, scanning electron microscopy, and infrared spectroscopy has expanded the resolution and capabilities of 
these techniques [139,140]. Despite significant advances, several technical difficulties remain to be addressed. The TiME to image 
dynamic phenomenon, e.g., live-cell imaging, is often too long for adequate temporal resolution; movement of the TiME constituents 
reduces the spatial resolution of measurements; image acquisition is time-consuming and labour-intensive; and importantly, stan-
dardized protocols are needed to improve reproducibility [140]. 

2.8. ULTRASOUND MICROSCOPY 

Perhaps due to its ubiquity in clinics everywhere, ultrasound imaging is often overlooked as a mechanical imaging modality even 
though the contrast in ultrasound imaging arises from the differences in the mechanical wave propagation through the sample. The 
spatial resolution of the typical clinical ultrasound imaging is too high due to using lower-frequency transducers (~10 MHz) that offer 
higher penetration depth, placing it beyond the scope of this paper. In 1987, Sherar et al. demonstrated one of the first B-scan ul-
trasound microscopes with a high-frequency 100-MHz transducer capable of 36-μm resolution in 3D [141], which was quickly applied 
to image tumour spheroids [141], skin [142], and the eye [143]. Besides the improvements to the transducer footprint and perfor-
mance, there has been a focus on developing ultrasound contrasts over the years, specifically for imaging blood microvessels with 
diameters of less than 10 μm [144,145]. 

Despite being a critical component in physiology and the TiME, the dynamics of microvessels deep within tissues have remained 
inaccessible since imaging these fluid dynamics requires a technique with micron-scale spatial resolution, centimetre-scale penetration 
depth, and millisecond-scale speed [146]. Inspired by optical localization microscopy that enabled single-molecular imaging by 
selectively switching contrast agents on and off [147,148], ultrasound localization microscopy was developed using contrast agent 
microbubbles as ultrasound contrast agents whose scattering can be localized using ultrafast acquisition and spatiotemporal filtering 
[144,145] (Fig. 3c). In biomedical sciences, the development of ultrasound localization microscopy (ULM) enabled studying angio-
genesis in cancer models in detail for theranostic applications [149], specifically in tracking the efficacy of anti-angiogenesis drugs 
longitudinally [150–152]. Similarly, imaging the microvasculature in the neuronal microenvironment elucidated aging-related 
changes such as a decrease in blood velocity, an increase in the vascular tortuosity, and the overall blood volume [153], and the 
process of neovascularization during and following neural injuries [154,155]. Current efforts in this field are targeted towards further 
improving spatial resolution without sacrificing the speed or penetration depth using deep-learning algorithms [156,157], which 
would enable translating ultrafast ULM to the clinical environment for versatile theranostic applications [158]. 

2.9. MULTIELECTRODE ARRAYS AND OPTICAL NEURAL PROBES 

In 1963, Alan Hodgkin and Andrew Huxley won the Nobel Prize in Physiology for their contribution to understanding the 
mechanisms of action potentials in neurons using one of the first applications of voltage clamps [159,160]. Recording the electrical 
activity of cells at an intracellular, sub-cellular, or even within the local microenvironment has been historically achieved using 
invasive electrodes that must be inside, attached to, or close to the cells due to the low currents and high impedance [161]. Two 
avenues of advances, namely in microelectronics and optics, have made neurophysiology less invasive and more versatile. Engineering 
electrically conductive and biocompatible polymers that are flexible, stretchable, thin, and transparent have both enabled recordings 
from previously inaccessible tissue structures noninvasively and increased the data throughput of these measurements by increasing 
the density of electrodes within a small area [162–164]. Besides being used to study electrical activity patterns of organs such as the 
brain and the heart in animal models and humans, multielectrode arrays have also been used in high-throughput drug screening [164]. 
Since direct measurement of the electrical currents and potential requires some contact between the TiME and the probe, optical 
techniques offer a completely contactless alternative. Typically, optical probes are conjugated to ions that are activated upon sensing 
current flows or potential differences or to the ion channels to indicate activation (Fig. 3d). Combined with high-speed microscopy, 
optical probes have enabled neuroscience to move from relying on low-throughput electrophysiology to high-throughput opto-
physiology. Future work will focus on utilizing the high throughput of these techniques more effectively [165], increasing their 
versatility for clinical applications, and moving to label-free and less invasive probes. 

2.10. HIGH-RESOLUTION MRI 

Magnetic resonance imaging is a popular diagnostic technique that relies on the differences in the relaxation TiMEs of molecules 
under strong external magnetic fields for contrast. While typical MRI is restricted to cm-scale spatial resolution, using stronger external 
magnetic field strengths (~7T) and computational enhancements, MRI can achieve sub-mm resolution, generating highly detailed 
structural images of the human brain [166], prostate cancer [167], breast cancer [168], and the eye [169]. Functional MRI (fMRI), 
which measures the blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast or blood-flow dynamics, has been used as an indirect measure-
ment of neural activity as hemodynamics has been linked to neural activity in the brain since the 1990s [170]. High-resolution fMRI 
has been used to study the activity of specific brain regions in response to different stimuli [171,172]. This technique has not only been 
used as a diagnostic tool for neurological and neurodegenerative disorders [173,174] but also as a tool for fundamental studies in 
cognitive and behavioural neurosciences. fMRI is unique among the other sensing and imaging techniques discussed in this paper due 
to its high depth penetration and ability to measure whole organs within the body noninvasively. Some challenges to obtaining 
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high-resolution fMRI images have been its susceptibility to motion artifacts, high background due to baseline activity, long acquisition 
TiMEs for better spatiotemporal resolution, and difficulty in inferring the indirect relationship between the BOLD contrast and neural 
activity [175]. BOLD contrast in MRI has also been used in monitoring therapeutic effects in cancer [176,177]. Future research needs 
to address these challenges by maximizing the external field strength, enhancing the overall signals using contrast agents (such as 
thulium compounds and calcium indicators), and digital enhancement that sidesteps the need for long acquisition TiMEs. 

This section presented an overview of our first pillar in the integrated approach. The techniques mentioned in this section span the 
vast spatial scales of TiME studies and have been successfully applied to evaluate the chemical, mechanical, and the electrical 
properties highlighted in Fig. 2. The recent technical advances and some highlighted applications discussed in this section are sum-
marized in Table 1. 

3. Modelling and fabricating time 

The previous section described a multitude of methods to sense/probe structural, chemical, electrical, and mechanical dynamic 
properties of the TiME accurately and holistically. Yet, studies of TiME remain a daunting task due to the vast spatiotemporal scales 
involved. The techniques described in this section help simplify the TiME to enable specific and controlled studies. While several of 
these have existed for over a century, current focus is on scalability of these techniques, both in terms of the data generated and the 
overall complexity. 

3.1. ARTIFICIAL PRODUCTION OF ECM COMPONENTS 

Cells have historically been and continue to be traditionally cultured in vitro on 2D substrates [178–180]. However, cells or tissues 
cultured on 2D substrates (e.g., tissue culture plates or flasks) do not exhibit their in vivo physiology or growth characteristics and lack 
the expression of certain tissue-specific genes and proteins. Early studies that aimed to observe differences in cell structure and or-
ganization led to the understanding that the ECM in tissues not only provides structural support to tissues as initially thought but also 
interacts with cell surface receptors to initiate intracellular signals that promote gene expression for the maintenance of tissue ho-
meostasis [181–184]. The ECM molecular complexes and their corresponding receptors on cells are differentially distributed among 
tissues and vary at different stages of development. There is incredible diversity among the different ECM constituents, ranging from 

Table 1 
Summary of the probing and sensing techniques for the multiscale physical, mechanical, chemical, and electrical characterization of the TiME.  

Technique Measurement/Mechanism Recent technical advances Biological and biomedical applications 

FT-IR spectroscopy Optical spectroscopy Determination of secondary protein structures 
[7] 
Cellular ultrastructure with null-deflection IR 
spectroscopy [17] 
“Silent-region” tags [26–32] 

Inflammatory bowel disease [11] 
Cancer histopathology [67] 
Predicting patient survival in cancer 
using FTIR measurements [6] 

Quantitative phase 
imaging 

Axial profiles of the samples and local 
refractive indices 

Phase imaging with computational specificity 
[80] 
3D phase imaging [86] 
Estimation of dry mass of cells [79] 

Neuronal activity and disorders [83] 
Transmembrane proteins in cells [84] 

Optical coherence 
tomography 

Backscattering from refractive index 
mismatches detected through 
interferometry 

Nanoparticles for enhanced scattering [48] 
Optical coherence elastography for mechanical 
properties [118] 
Blood oxygenation [91] 
Birefringence measurements [93] 

Ophthalmic imaging [48.89] 
Cancer imaging [49] 

Multiphoton label-free 
microscopy 

Autofluorophores and harmonophores Ultrashort tailored sources [69,107] 
Multimodal imaging [110–112] 
Fluorescence lifetime [108] 

Metabolic imaging using optical redox 
ratios [96–98] 
Cancer prognosis [111] 
Neuronal dynamics [113] 
Embryo development [114] 

Ultrasound imaging Acoustic scattering from differences in 
density and elasticity 

Ultrasound elastography for mechanical 
properties [116] 
Ultrasound super-resolution localization 
microscopy [144,145] 

Liver biomechanics in fibrosis [121] 
Cancer biomechanics [122,127] 
Microangiography [150] 
Neurovascularization [151] 

Multielectrode arrays Microscale multiplexed measurements of 
electrical potentials and currents 

Biocompatible stretchable and transparent 
polymers [159–161] 
Increasing the information throughput [162] 

Electrical recordings from the brain 
and the heart [159–161] 
High-throughput drug screening [161] 

Magnetic resonance 
imaging 

Relaxation times of molecules under 
strong external magnetic fields 

MR elastography for mechanical properties 
[123–125] 
Stronger external magnetic fields [163] 
Functional MRI [168–171] 

Brain structure and activation [163, 
170,172] 
Cancer therapeutics monitoring [173] 
High-resolution imaging of the eye 
[166] 

Atomic force 
microscopy 

Nanoindentation Integration of AFM with optical microscopy, 
electron microscopy, and spectroscopy [17, 
136,137] 

Cell-cell and cell-substrate interactions 
[131–134] 
Antibody aggregation [134]  
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fibrillar collagens, elastin, and fibrins providing tensile strength, and glycosaminoglycans such as heparin and hyaluronic acid 
providing compressive strength, and adhesion proteins such as laminin and fibronectin to tether the ECM to the cellular components 
[185,186]. ECM proteins not only provide structural support but have profound effects on the cellular function and behaviour. Cell 
behaviours such as cell adhesion, migration, growth, differentiation, and apoptosis are known to be influenced by an ECM mechanism 
of signalling pathways from interactions between the ligand and corresponding receptor, typically integrins or proteoglycans [187]. A 
prime example is the interaction of fibronectin with surface integrins on a cell membrane to facilitate cellular transport. Upon 
interaction of the ECM with these receptors, the subunits in the cytoplasm initiate downstream signalling via the mitogen-activated 
protein kinase pathway [188]. This results in the activation/deactivation of genes that mediate cell migration. When growth fac-
tors and cytokine receptors are also involved in this interaction, there is a downstream expression of genes related to proliferation and 
differentiation, such as the focal adhesion kinase pathway [187]. Liver fibrosis is a typical example of such an interaction, where the 
increased concentrations of collagen and laminin causes defenestration of the liver sinusoidal endothelial cells and increased 

Fig. 4. Overview of the approach and example results of the techniques for modelling and fabricating TiME components categorized by 
the underlying engineering principles. The top row illustrates natural TiME components in ascending length scales from the left to right. The 
middle row illustrates artificial equivalents for the natural TiME components. The bottom row lists a few techniques used to fabricate the com-
ponents in Row 2. 
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expression of the associated integrins that create a closed-loop excessive cellular proliferation and ECM generation [189]. On the other 
hand, lack of sufficient interactions between the receptors and the ECM matrix can lead to anoikis, which is the cell death mechanism 
triggered by lack of cell-attachment. Therefore, from a biological perspective, in any model of the TiME, the ECM must be designed 
carefully to both physically and chemically match the native functionalities. 

From a tissue engineering perspective, being able to build a culture environment that can accurately mimic the native tissue is 
crucial for acquiring reproducible and relevant data. Making accurate models that include extracellular matrix, and can allow for 
soluble factors, is essential. The earliest artificial ECM components were naturally occurring polysaccharides like alginate [190] or 
agarose [184]. Advancements in polymer engineering and fabrication techniques have led to the development of artificial biocom-
patible polymer scaffolds for tissue cultures with silicone (polydimethylsiloxane) [191], ethylene (polyethylene glycol) [192], or lactic 
and glycolic acids (poly lactic-co-glycolic acid) [193] backbones. Hydrogels are three-dimensional, hydrophilic, polymeric networks 
with the ability to absorb water or biological fluids, and contain pores and soft consistency, similar to the natural tissue. Hydrogels 
have been fabricated using a great variety of natural and synthetic materials including collagen [194], hyaluronic acid [195], 
chondroitin sulphate [196], fibronectin [197], chitosan [198], and silk [199]. The material choice is based on the hydrophobicity of 
the required application, the degree of tunability of the matrix, and the anticipated interactions between the cellular components and 
the ECM [200]. These synthetic “designer” matrices have been shown to promote cellular functionalities like stem-cell mechano-
transduction [201], neuronal growth and synapse formation [202], and chondrocyte production for cartilage tissue repair [203]. 
Recent hydrogel technologies have focused on the implementation of decellularized native tissue accompanied by the traditional and 
tissue relevant extracellular matrix components. Work by Danko et al., carefully characterized and developed a model using hydrogel 
as metastatic models for breast cancers in vitro [204]. End points such as metabolic phenotype and metabolic plasticity, and drug 
response were successfully characterized, showing that breast cancer that metastasizes to different tissues can potentially have other 
metabolic vulnerabilities that can be specifically targeted, and thereby provide more information for therapeutic intervention for 
patients with metastatic disease. 

The use of hydrogels for biological applications first started in 1960 [205,206]. Since then, hydrogels have been the subject of 
extensive research, finding increasing applications in tissue engineering and drug delivery. The development of hydrogels can be 
divided into three phases; the first-generation hydrogels had high swelling and good mechanical strength (1960s); the 
second-generation hydrogels could respond to some stimuli such as changes in pH, specific biomolecules, and temperature (1970s) 
[207]; the third-generation hydrogels, including current ones, were composed of stereo complexed materials such as PEG-PLA and had 
tuneable, stimuli sensitive properties [208,209]. Nowadays, there are at least 30 FDA-approved injectable hydrogels on the market 
with a wide range of applications [210]; for example, hydrogels are being used for the protection of vulnerable tissue during cancer 
treatment, stimulation of natural collagen production, correction of facial wrinkles and folds, lumbar spinal fusion, treatment of female 
stress urinary incontinence, and treatment of advanced heart failure [210]. Some of the hydrogels have also been commercially very 
successful; Medtronic’s INFUSE, a collagen-based gel for bone regeneration, for example, has reached $750 million in annual sales 
revenue [211]. Hydrogel-based systems hold exciting potential for helping even more patients in the coming years (Fig. 4). 

3.2. ARTIFICIAL PRODUCTION OF CELLS AND SUB-CELLULAR STRUCTURES 

Our understanding of the intricate processes within a cell continues to grow every day, in large part due to the advances in probing 
and sensing techniques described in the previous sections. One could argue that the natural step in the process is to recreate a cell from 
scratch, i.e., one that is self-enclosed, capable of generating its own energy through metabolism, survive in dynamic environments, and 
have the ability to grow and replicate [212]. This is a daunting goal that not only poses scientific challenges, but several ethical ones. 
However, fulfilling a part of these requirements is sufficient for most applications. The first criteria, i.e., a space self-enclosed by a lipid 
membrane was the first to be synthesized for artificial vesicles carrying a load, as capsosomes containing layer-by-layer liposomes, and 
as bi-phasic aqueous systems [213]. These simple sub-cellular compartments have also been combined in clever ways such as layering 
[214] or 3D bioprinting [215,216] to achieve cohesive units. Such units have been used to mimic cell-cell communication [217,218] 
and self-organization [219], as well as being used to modulate TiME as precise delivery agents. Over the years, the chemical infor-
mation contained within could be specifically programmed, like DNA within cells, but on a much simpler basis. For instance, synthetic 
gene circuits, containing simple logical decisions based on cues from specific receptors and chemicals, were encoded within vesicles 
[220]. Initially developed as a bacterial toolbox (for E. Coli), these circuits have also been implemented in existing bulk systems to 
regulate cell functions [221]. Although division is a relatively simple task that could be achieved either in a bioreactor or even simple 
dilution based on the simplicity of the setup, replicating the metabolic process within these sub-systems is challenging considering that 
designing a metabolic mechanism capable of sustaining within a single unit has yet to be achieved. Although progress has been made in 
light-activated ATP cycles in liposomes using bacterial opsins [218], researchers have taken two approaches: either artificially creating 
a metabolic mechanism from bottom up or a top-down approach by using existing cells as models and stripping it to its basics [222, 
223]. Current work has been focused on improving the adaptability and response of these components external factors by controlling 
the permeability of the membrane, increasing the complexity of the gene circuits, and in improving the biomimetic processes for 
specific organelles within the cells [224] (Fig. 4). 

3.3. MICROFLUIDICS 

Traditional methods of 3D culture in a static context can lead to accumulation of biochemical waste, accompanied by lack of 
nutrients and oxygen to the central portion of the organoid. This is counterproductive for a field that seeks to replicate physiologically 
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relevant dynamics. Microfluidic devices have been developed for the culture of spheroids to study applications such as regenerative 
medicine [225], vascularization [226], and drug targeting [227–229]. The commercially available DAX-1 microfluidics device 
developed by Aref et al., composes a central channel which can be mainly used to strategically place tumour cells, surrounded by two 
channels for media circulation [230]. These technologies have been used to characterize cellular interactions in the microenvironment 
including cancer cells and immune and stromal cells, for example, as well as the successful implementation of patient derived orga-
notypic spheroids [231]. In addition, characterization of nutrient delivery, drug interaction through the vascular network have been 
demonstrated, as well as the emulation of tumour evolution driven by cell proliferation, angiogenesis, migration and intravasation. 
Overall, these systems are excellent tools for a dynamic integrated approach that recapitulates complex systems. 

An interesting application of microfluidics in disease diagnostics is liquid biopsy. Liquid biopsies operate on the principles that 
biochemical environment of the bodily fluids, like urine, plasma, cerebrospinal fluids, and amniotic fluids, contain the markers of the 
disease states. This is not a novel concept in clinical diagnosis. For instance, estimation of the protein/enzyme levels in the blood form a 
core part of the diagnosis of certain metabolic and cardiovascular diseases. Infections in the brain are confirmed by lumbar punctures 
to draw cerebrospinal fluids. Liquid biopsies are relatively non-invasive. In a convergent approach, the liquid biopsies are processed 
efficiently in combination with the sensing techniques mentioned in the previous section for high-throughput screening of biomarkers 
by isolating cells, exosomes and extracellular vesicles, and free proteins and nucleic acids [232]. Recent advances in the screening for 
the rare circulating tumour cells in the blood include magnetically tagged high-throughput isolation [233] and label-free spiral sorting 
based on the haemodynamic forces [234]. Once isolated, advanced genomic screening can provide both disease-specific and 
patient-specific markers [235]. Similarly, the extracellular vesicles have been isolated from the liquid biopsies as potential early cancer 
biomarkers using label-free microscopy [236,237], droplet barcoding [238], and transcriptomics [239]. 

Recent advances in microfluidics have enabled unprecedented clinical applications that substantially improve patient care. The 
microfluidics market size is about $23.6 billion [240] and is expected to grow even further in the coming years. Point-of-care (POC), 
miniaturized diagnostic systems, designed based on microfluidic principles, provide rapid test results for an increasing number of 
medical conditions [241]. The i-STAT system, for example, combines microfluidics and electrochemical analysis to analyse the blood 
chemistry in a handheld device [242]. The microfluidic and paper-based systems can isolate cancer cells, bacteria, biomolecules, and 
biomarkers to diagnose and monitor a wide range of diseases such as cancer, sickle cell disease, Zika, HIV, influenza, and sepsis [243]. 
Microfluidics has also been used for genome sequencing, and has contributed to a remarkable decrease in the cost and turnaround 
TiME of the test; rapid, low-cost sequencing has clinical significance, particularly for the diagnosis of rare diseases [244]. Microfluidics 
systems hold a great clinical potential to expand precision medicine; they can, for example, recapitulate many physical aspects of the 
tumour microenvironment and reveal the response of patient’s cells to candidate drugs [245] (Fig. 4). 

3.4. ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC FIELDS FOR TISSUE ENGINEERING 

The effects of electric and magnetic stimulations in neurons, the electrically excitable cells in the body, have been well known and 
modelled since the 1950s [246]. Within a decade, the piezoelectric nature of the bone was discovered [247,248]; following which it 
was shown that the cellular differentiation in the bone could be affected by externally applied electrical currents [249,250]. Biological 
fibres like fibrin, collagen, and tubulin, and larger proteins such as amyloid beta respond to external electrical and magnetic fields 
because of their diamagnetic anisotropy and the anisotropy in their electrical polarizability [251]. These properties have been 
exploited to reorient the extracellular matrix to change its mechanical properties [252,253], to change the orientation, adhesion, and 
polarization of cells [254], and to modulate the fate of pluripotent cells [255,256], which have been applied to guide and accelerate 
wound healing [257,258]. Some major drawbacks of these studies are the weak susceptibility of natural fibres and proteins to external 
EM fields due to which the stimulation is preternaturally high and quite invasive. 

As mentioned in Section 3.1, artificial ECMs have created a paradigm shift in tissue engineering and have been a driving force in 
their translation into the clinical environment. Making the ECMs more electromagnetically effectible would remove the need for 
invasive stimulation sources. On this note, two major trends have emerged in this field. For increasing the electrical susceptibility of 
artificial ECM, “smart” piezoelectric biomaterials have been developed, specifically for bone tissue engineering applications [259, 
260]. Since delivering external magnetic fields are contactless and less invasive than electric fields, ferromagnetic materials have been 
incorporated into artificial ECMs [261,262] to noninvasively modulate the fate of stem cells in 3D biological models [263]. 

3.5. NEURAL PROSTHESIS 

The neural prosthesis field involves the clinical use of tools developed based on principles of neurophysiology harnessing the fact 
that most physiological functions are coordinated and regulated by electrical signals. The ability to record and manipulate electrical 
signals in tissues was initially used to understand and characterize physiology. The field rapidly advanced to utilize electrical signal 
recording for diagnosis in clinical applications, and manipulation of electrical signals to attempt to mitigate pathology. 

Implantable biosensors are valuable tools in neuroscience research and for clinical use as they provide direct recording of 
neurological signals and neurochemical processes. The need for devices that can be used for long-term studies has pushed the field 
towards advancing strategies to measure neurochemical levels through micro dialysis probes, which are diffusion-based devices to 
sample extracellular brain fluid, a widely used method to measure neurotransmitters in the neural tissue microenvironment. The field 
has further advanced to enable readouts of neurotransmitter levels in vivo using carbon fibre microelectrodes to oxidize or reduce 
electroactive species [264] and even multichannel sampling with enzymatic coatings to expand the detection range to neutrally 
charged electrochemicals [265]. A major limitation in the further development of these devices includes the brain tissue inflammatory 
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Fig. 5. The role of computational analysis in a convergent approach to studying TiME highlighting seven applications- (from the top) image- 
to-image translation [83,274–278], disease diagnostics [279–282], denoising [283–287], quantification [288–291], reconstruction and enhance-
ment [292–296], simulation [297–300], and systems biology [301–303]. 
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responses towards the devices, which alters the microenvironment being probed resulting in inaccurate signal measurements [266]. 
Among other successful clinical applications, spinal cord stimulators can be surgically implanted to induce selective and controlled 

electrical stimulation to control pain by exciting low-threshold mechanoreceptive afferents that excite the interneurons that inhibit 
projecting neurons that convey painful sensations through nocireceptors [267]. Methods to guide the placement of electrical stimu-
lation electrodes using buzzing sensations that patients can identify [268] enable modulation of appropriate cell microenvironments 
such as the dorsal root ganglia [269], which result in the most effective modulation. The development of neural prosthesis comple-
ments or in some cases even replaces pharmacologic approaches. In contrast to pharmacological approaches that are less effective as 
disease progresses, deep brain stimulation (DBS) provides improvements in motor symptoms in Parkinson’s disease patients 
[270–272]. FDA-approved DBS-based therapies benefit patients that suffer complications from pharmacological platforms. DBS de-
vices consist of implanting electrodes in specific anatomic sites capable of inducing neuromodulation to key neural tissue microen-
vironments and induce changes in cell function. DBS has proven safe and efficacious in multiple studies and presents the benefit of 
inducing minimal damage to the tissue microenvironment surrounding nerve cells compared to other invasive surgical interventions 
[273]. 

4. Computational analysis 

From the 13th century description of rabbit population growth by Fibonacci in his eponymous sequence to Sir D’Arcy Thompson’s 
1917 book on recognizing the mathematical patterns in nature, scientists have sought to explain biological structures and processes 
using mathematical relationships. Consequently, biological systems have been described using simple principles, such as the Hodgkin- 
Huxley models for neurons and the cortical shell-liquid core model for suspended cells. In today’s age of computing, the scope of 
computational analysis has expanded well beyond these simple descriptions. This rapid expansion can be attributed to three factors- 
increase in computing powers, growth of sensing and probing techniques that generate rich datasets, and development of artificial 
models of biological systems that enable high-throughput experimental studies. 

Of course, the role of computing has been described in each niche of the tissue microenvironment with its own series of articles and 
reviews; simply reiterating them is beyond the scope of the paper. Also, algorithms largely arise independently of the application; 
thereby, requiring a separate structure if one wishes to study the intricacies of the algorithms. Furthermore, with rapidly burgeoning 
computing powers, most computing algorithms become obsolete within a few years. With large-scale collaborations, corporate in-
vestments, and accessible hardware and software resources, state-of-the-art algorithms are replaced by ones with vastly improved 
alternatives within months. Rather than tackling these issues, we instead describe the applications of computational analysis to bridge 
the sensing and modelling aspects of this convergent approach (Fig. 5). 

4.1. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES FOR DATA ANALYSIS 

As described in the previous sections, sensing and probing techniques continue to evolve to become multimodal and high 
throughput. Consequently, computational techniques are needed to utilize the information from these effectively. Over the last 20–30 
years, for histopathology images alone, significant advancements have been made by using computer-aided and artificial intelligence- 
based techniques to study different TiME properties [304] from those digital images. Identification and segmentation of specific 
cellular or extra-cellular structures and counting the total number of cells are essential for diagnosing and grading different diseases 
[305,306]. Several image processing-based algorithms have been developed and studied for counting cells as a biomarker for disease, 
segmenting cells, nuclei, glands and so forth. In addition, several shape-based, radiometric, texture-based, chromatin-specific features 
extraction techniques have been studied to train machine learning-based classifiers for automated disease diagnosis. Recently, 
deep-learning-based methods have significantly outperformed the previously mentioned tasks [307,308]. State-of-the-art deep 
learning-based models like UNet, DeepLabV3, ResNet, InceptionV3 have been investigated to distinguish different TiME structures, to 
automatically classify different diseases. Very recently AI algorithms coupled with label-free imaging have been studied, this can add 
computational specificity to label-free microscopy images for different clinical tasks [308]. Traditionally, these methods need a large 
amount of labelled data for supervised training; this may not be readily available; hence semi-supervised or weakly supervised 
methods are currently being explored for performing these tasks [309,310] with lesser manual annotations. 

The application of these advances has, of course, not been limited to just histopathology, but to every technique described in section 
2. Broadly, we have classified the applications of computational analysis to sensing and probing into five categories: image-to-image 
translation, disease diagnostics, denoising, image quantification, and image enhancement. Among these, image quantification is 
perhaps the earliest application that has driven the progress of the others in the list. First, quantitative analysis of sensed data enables 
easy and effective repeatability of research. There have been several initiatives to tackle big problems cumulatively and collaboratively 
in biology; a key aspect to these is the standardization of datasets through quantification [311]. In its simplest implementation, 
quantitative sensing could be moving from arbitrary unit space to defined metrics. For instance, while fluorescent intensity is often 
measured as arbitrary units, fluorescence lifetime is a metric that is described in the ps-ns range, ensuring comparison across systems. 
Such a simple shift leads to several algorithms aiming to make tis estimation more accurate, faster, and more broadly applicable such as 
the real-time fitting [312], model-free approaches [289], or multiutility open source libraries [313]. In techniques where a direct 
quantification is not possible, deep-learning-based algorithms can enable interpretations of datasets that provide a quantitative basis 
for standardization, like echocardiogram (ECG) interpretation [291] or PET quantification [288]. Second, for broader utility, these 
algorithms have been packaged into readily useable and open-source libraries. Notable efforts towards this are CellProfiler [314] and 
Cellpose [290] packages that can extract thousands of biologically relevant features from biomedical datasets with minimal 
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supervision. Another task related to quantification is the need to study the individual components of the sensed datasets separately, 
which such packages also include. 

Quantitative approaches to sensing enable creation of large datasets that can collated and analysed together. When applied in the 
context of disease diagnosis, models can be trained to discriminate between multiple disease states from multimodal sensed inputs. For 
instance, in micro spectroscopic techniques such as FTIR and Raman microscopy have been trained not only to segment the individual 
components but automatically estimate tumour margins for breast [315], prostate [2], and colon cancer applications. Similarly, 
multiphoton microscopy and ultrasound have been utilized intraoperatively for tumour margin assessment, even with minimal su-
pervision [282] and for detection of ischemic stroke in real-time for MRI [281]. There are several hundred papers published each year 
about automated disease diagnosis using machine learning. A major limiting factor to the broader applicability of these in clinical 
applications is that a lot of these models are trained on homogenous and small datasets with no cross-modality translation potential. To 
solve this, large datasets must be built through needs high-throughput, fast, and high-quality techniques for sensing and probing. 

A key factor that enables high-throughput sensing is the ability to transform sub-par datasets into high-quality ones through image 
enhancement and denoising. Denoising techniques often utilize the inherent redundancy in imaging techniques (such as video-rate or 
volumetric imaging) or contextual information from larger datasets to remove linear and nonlinear noise from these datasets 
[283–287],. The algorithms described in Fig. 5 are a small subset of those described in literature; new techniques continue to develop 
with broader applicability and better performance. Similarly, images are enhanced to have better resolution and information content 
using deep learning for fluorescence microscopy, ultrasound localization microscopy, and MRI. Even without deep learning, there are 
several deterministic approaches to correcting distortions and aberrations due to the imaging conditions, such as computational 
adaptive optics. 

While these automated algorithms strive to minimize human inputs into disease diagnosis, an alternative approach is to present the 
rich dataset in familiar forms to the human for better decision making. For instance, clinical pathologists are often trained on his-
topathology slides. While techniques like FTIR and label-free multiphoton microscopy generate multimodal datasets faster and with 
less processing of these tissues, they may not be easily interpretable to these pathologists. Image-to-image translation approaches 
facilitate the broader applicability of these novel sensing techniques in the clinical environment today by converting these multidi-
mensional images into synthetic histopathology images, which can then be annotated by pathologists [83,274–278]. These approaches 
have two additional advantages: the specificity of label-free techniques can be enhances using computational labelling (such as 
synthetic immunofluorescence datasets from quantitative phase images) and improving the cross-modality application of existing 
automated diagnosis algorithms. 

4.2. COMPUTATIONAL MODELLING OF TIME FUNCTIONALITIES 

Computational models of tissue microenvironments are essential to studying complex and dynamic relationships, mechanical and 
chemical communication between cells and extracellular matrix in a faster and more convenient way [316]. These computational 
models can be especially useful for cancer related studies where the simulation of oxygen transport and different growth factors may 
reveal valuable insights into the complex relationship between the microenvironment and cancer development. Different computa-
tional and mathematical cellular automata models have been developed to study growth and dynamical development, especially in the 
tumour microenvironment [317–319]. Specific computational models related to the interaction between cells and the ECM have been 
proposed and replicated the experimental finding in a much shorter time scale [320,321]. With the rapid development of accessible 
and powerful computing resources, more streamlined simulation tools are currently being made. These high-throughput studies 
hopefully will open a broader horizon to study and re-engineer different components of tissue and specific tumour microenvironments 
[322,323]. 

As 2D models of tissue or tumour microenvironment may not be sufficient to understand the dynamic communication among 
different components, especially when a tumour is present, it is important to develop 3D systems where the dynamic changes of 
biophysical and biochemical environments are present. As it is not always possible to study those systems experimentally, it is more 
convenient to develop a computer simulation platform to simulate microvascular flow, evolving biochemical and biomechanical 
environments of cells, ECM, and dynamic motion of tumour cell growth. In one of the very primary works, the evolution and phys-
iology of glioma neurovasculature in 3D has been modelled using a lattice-free model [324]. Tang et al. [325] developed a dodeca-
hedral model for epithelial cell morphogenesis. Despite the continuous success of these models, especially 3D tumour models, some 
issues still exist as the developed models are often naïve and over-simplistic. Hence, it is important to develop more sophisticated 
models that more accurately recapitulate the heterogeneity and physiological complexity. 

The ultimate goal is to create comprehensive in silico representations of nature, which can be used to accurately predict arbitrary 
and unknown biological processes. This requires large scale collaborations, where experimental data is used to enhance existing 
models, which then drive the next experimental steps iteratively. The successes of the BRAIN initiative [326], human genome project 
[327], and the HuBMAP [303] continue to inspire several such large-scale efforts. 

This section highlighted how computational analysis helps bridge the gap between sensing and bio fabrication. Because current 
efforts are largely focused on collating, combining, and interpreting the ginormous amounts of data available thus far, the emerging 
algorithms are largely “black box.” This has led to over-fitting problems and results biased by small datasets or anomalies. Concen-
trating on incorporating prior knowledge effectively into the deep learning models (such as physics-based deep learning) or building 
interpretable models can not only help with the previously described tasks but open new avenues for computational analysis in TiME 
studies, such as biomarker and drug discoveries, and complex Bio design strategies. The next section highlights two instances where 
the convergent approach to integrating the concepts in Sections 2-4 can drive biological and biomedical TiME discoveries. 
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5. Examples of convergent studies 

5.1. ALL-OPTICAL SETUPS FOR DETERMINING NEURAL PATHWAYS FOR BEHAVIOUR 

Studies of the neural microenvironment demand both non-invasive and high-throughput tools to observe the dynamics of the 
neural circuit effectively. While neural probes directly probe and measure electrical dynamics, their invasiveness limits the applica-
tions. Recent developments in optogenetics and optical microscopy techniques, described in the previous sections, have enabled the 
development of all-optical tools for electrophysiology [328,329]. We highlight three aspects of this research that are currently driving 
progress in this field. 

The limited depth penetration due to absorption and scattering by the tissue restricts in vivo imaging in the visible wavelengths. 
Two strategies have enabled overcoming this issue by moving to longer wavelengths. First, the development of red-shifted voltage and 
calcium indicators has led to researchers using longer wavelengths for imaging neural responses, which have better penetration in 
tissues [330–334]. Second, utilizing the advances in ultrashort femtosecond near and mid-infrared beams for multiphoton absorption 
processes both for excitation and emission has extended imaging to the deeper regions of the brain [335–338]. These strategies have 
been employed both for head-mounted imaging using fibre-optic beam delivery [339,340] and intravital imaging after craniotomy 
[341] or through a transcranial window [338]. 

Multiphoton excitation of the optogenetics molecules also increases the precision of control [342]. Coherent control of excitable 
molecules is an increasingly popular strategy to evoke different responses in the same cell under similar excitation conditions by 
modulating the phase of the light in the spectral domain [343,344]. Similarly, red-shifted channelrhodopsin variants enable optical 
excitation deeper in the tissue due to lower absorption [345,346]. Recent studies have also shown the possibility of exciting the opsins 
at saturation with a narrow pulse at higher peak powers to evoke single action potentials from the desired neuron [347,348]. 

Holographic stimulation of multiple neurons simultaneously using spatial light modulators dramatically increases the throughput 
of these studies [347,349]. The rapid advances in digital holography technology in the last few years have enabled researchers to 
incorporate holographic stimulation of opsins into all the aforementioned tools. Studies that have utilized all-optical tools for elec-
trophysiology have been able to map the neural network of the cerebral cortex in real time [350], and study the formation of ’memory’ 
in the brain [351]. Future work in this field includes closed-loop approaches to controlling the neural circuit patterns [6], utilizing 
label-free strategies for excitation and imaging to improve the applicability of these studies, and applying these technologies for 
pathology, such as neurodegenerative disorders [352] (Fig. 1a). 

5.2. HIGH-THROUGHPUT SCREENING FOR PERSONALIZED THERAPY FOR CANCER 

A popular technique at the nexus of several techniques in the previous section at the brink of its translation between benchtop and 
bedside is high-throughput screening (HTS) [353]. Thousands to millions of biological compounds for a specific biological target can 
be examined for their ability to interact with biological or disease-related targets through HTS [354,355]. A typical workflow for HTS 
involves a tissue-mimicking artificial microenvironment, typically a microwell or a hydrogel, with the cellular components of interest 
embedded within. Several microwells or samples could be grown independently in a single unit. This is usually integrated with a 
microfluidic chamber for controlled introduction of external agents and factors such as labels, modulators, or therapeutics. Finally, the 
whole setup is made amenable to be observed with a non-invasive imaging technique for continuous monitoring. From bio-
pharmaceuticals to personalized therapy, HTS provides a clear pathway to scale up TiME studies for practical applications. 

For instance, in the pharmaceutical industry spent over 87 billion USD on research and development in 2019, over 90% of which 
could not be developed into end products [356]. Having early and rapid screening procedures could bring down these costs signifi-
cantly. Among the biopharmaceutical industry, cells grown in 2D and 3D microwell plates are introduced to several variations of the 
same drug and continuously monitored with optical imaging for evaluating the performance of the drug [357,358]. The whole process 
can even be automated completely, avoiding human effort and errors [359]. Apart from 2D in vitro models, there has been an active 
effort to use organ-on-a-chip models to holistically evaluate the performance on the drug in different components of the tissue and fine 
tune the delivery mechanism simultaneously [360]. 

While the aim of HTS in drug discovery is to accurately predict the behaviour of a drug for a diverse set of samples, HTS in 
personalized therapy is much more focused on predicting the outcomes for a specific sample from a single source for exposures to 
diverse conditions, often employing an organoid model [361]. Human organoids, which replicate in vivo 3D properties of diverse 
human tissues or tumours, are more physiologically relevant than 2D culture to study disease phenotypes. 3D cancer organoids derived 
from patients’ tumours have been increasingly investigated for their potential utility for personalized treatment, where an array of 
drug combinations can be tested for their efficacies on a particular tumour phenotype in vitro before administering these in vivo [362, 
363]. Studies have shown that personalized therapy for cancer have not only improved treatment outcomes in both human and animal 
models, but also reduced adverse effects of chemotherapeutic drugs [364,365]. The use of organoids for HTS has remained challenging 
due to limited sample sizes from patient tumours (typically obtained during biopsy) and lack of repeatability among different setups. 
Cell-free approaches offer an effective solution for the scalability of these studies [366]. 

Multimodal imaging systems and multidimensional imaging not only improves the quantity of feedback from the setup, but also 
enables AI-assisted screening. Using artificial intelligence on these datasets can further scale up the throughput [367], uncovering 
thousands of features within seconds. Current efforts are focused on improving the reliability and repeatability of HTS datasets across 
different systems and improving the interpretability of the AI-generated outputs [368]. For personalized therapy, HTS and other 
sequencing techniques combined with multi-omics disease modelling (e.g., genomics, proteomics and so on) have enabled a paradigm 
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shift to precision medicine which can provide accurate and personalized treatment to patients by bridging the gap between research 
and medical treatment (Fig. 1b). 

6. Summary comments and outlook 

While the TiME has profound influences on development, function, and disease progression, it has proven to be exceptionally 
challenging to study due to the interconnected diversity spanning many length scales and properties bridging electrical, chemical, 
mechanical axes. Modern advances in three areas – sensing, computation, and fabrication – are enabling unprecedented opportunities 
for innovations that may allow harnessing our increased understanding of the TiME to benefit human health. As briefly reviewed in this 
manuscript, a number of analytical techniques have been developed to sample varied length scales and properties. While science 
continues to advance individual measurements towards a higher level of accuracy, precision, and speed, perhaps the most exciting 
aspect of these collective advances for TiME studies is the availability of multimodal data sets that record multiple properties in 
concert. Multimodal sets not only offer a comprehensive view of the TiME but also allow for correlations between properties and 
driving forces to be understood. Here, we provided an overview of some of the established and emerging techniques. Similarly, 
computing and fabrication techniques are increasing in sophistication and capability, offering unprecedented opportunities to model 
the TiME both physically and computationally. Combining advances in these three areas can not only allow observing both top-down 
and bottom-up models of the TiME but will permit an understanding of the TiME under various conditions and perturbations. These 
capabilities can allow for a visualization of “TiME in action,” the exploration of a large number of possible functional outcomes that are 
determined from the spatiotemporal complexity of the TiME. 

To realize this vision for any specific situation, an integration of the various techniques and methods in needed. Even when it is not 
feasible or necessary to conduct a study with all these factors, being aware of these possibilities will allow the reader to focus on 
particular axes while being aware of others. Moreover, convergent thinking can inspire future advances. For example, new engineering 
approaches to fabrication that integrate sensing and ability to engender into a variety of model systems with different mechanical, 
biochemical or electrical capabilities can be evolved. The need for a convergent approach is essential to bring together these three 
pillars to address a specific scientific challenge related to the TiME. Engaging in a convergent approach is also timely with recent 
advances in the necessary disciplines, increased ability to communicate and synthesize with cyber resources and co-development of 
research infrastructure. The integration of knowledge, tools and approaches from the areas can be strongly coupled, allowing a co- 
development of complementary tools and techniques as well as modes of integrative thinking. Towards that end, involvement and 
education of the next generation of researchers is essential. A number of programs are supported by funding agencies to provide 
undergraduate and graduate students as well as postdoctoral fellows with such opportunities. In summary, a convergent approach to 
understanding the TiME is poised to become an important avenue for scientific advances that can benefit human health. 
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